
 

 

 

 

Sixth Grade May 18 – 22 (week 8) 
Name__________________ 
Per________ 

Khan Academy 
Class Codes 

Wilcox P2: 

JJDD97P6 

Wilcox P5: 

WJWCQBK2 

 

Dittmer P1: 

DUUW47NX 

 

Dittmer P3: 

Z22NBAVS 

 

Dittmer P6: 

RGPYJWUD 

Learning Standards: 

Find the area of right triangles, other triangles, special 

quadrilaterals, and polygons by composing into rectangles or 

decomposing into triangles and other shapes; apply these 

techniques in the context of solving real-world and mathematical 

problems. 

Aligned with Engage New York Module 5 Topic D and 

Module 6 Topic A 

Book online: click link                                     
https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-6-mathematics-

module-5-topic-d-overview 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-6-mathematics-module-
6-topic-overview 

In Topic A, students begin to think and reason statistically, first by 

recognizing a statistical question as one that can be answered by 

collecting data.  Students learn that the data collected to answer a 

statistical question has a distribution that is often summarized in 

terms of center, variability, and shape 

Lessons will be assigned in 

http://www.khanacademy.org on Monday 

Remind 
 

Wilcox P2:  
huskies523 

 
 

Wilcox P5: 
huskies123 

 

 
Dittmer P1:  
dittmerp1 

 
 

Dittmer P3: 
dittmerp3 

 
 

Dittmer P6: 
dittmerp6 

 

6th Grade Math 
Contact Info: 

 
Oma Wilcox 

owilcox@northmasonschools.org 

Office Hours:  
8am -3pm daily 

 

Dan Dittmer 
Ddittmer@northmasonschools.org 

Office Hours:  
8am-3pm daily 

 

 
 

Suggested Daily Schedule                          

Monday 5/18 Topic D: Counting faces and edges of 3D shapes 

video (3 min), Identify parts of 3D shapes exercise (7q), 

Recognizing common 3D shapes video (3 min), Identify geometric 

solids (3Dshapes) exercise (7q) 

Tuesday 5/19: Intro to nets of polyhedra video (6 min), Surface 

area using a net: rectangular prism video (4 min), Nets of 

Polyhedra exercise (4q), Surface area using a net: triangular prism 

video (3 min), Surface area of a box using nets video (4 min) 

Wednesday 5/20: Surface area of a box (cuboid) video (2 min), 

Surface area using nets exercise (4q), Surface area exercise (4q), 

Surface area word problem example video (4 min), Surface area 

word problem (4q) 

Thursday 5/21: Surface area review article, Volume word 

problems: fractions and decimals exercise (4q), Quiz 4 (5q)  

Friday 5/22: Module 6 Topic A: Representing data video (8min), 

Data set warm-up exercise (7q), Frequency tables and dot plots 

video (7 min), Creating frequency tables (4q) 

Textbook Work for those 

without Computer or 

Internet 

Module 5 Topic D 

Module 6 Topic A 

In each lesson, read and analyze 

homework helper and do 

assigned problems in problem 

set. Tear out, staple, and return 

to school with student and 

teacher name. 

Lesson 15: Problem Set #1-3 

Lesson 16: Problem Set #1-3 

Lesson 17 Problem Set #1-3 

Lesson 18: Problem Set #1-4 

Lesson 19: Problem Set #1-3 

Module 6 

Lesson 1: Problem Set #1-3 

SHOW ALL WORK TO 
RECEIVE CREDIT! 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-6-mathematics-module-5-topic-b-overview
https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-6-mathematics-module-5-topic-b-overview
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https://www.remind.com/join/huskies523
https://www.remind.com/join/huskies123
mailto:owilcox@northmasonschools.org
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